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Environmental letter IV- December 2018 

This letter is to inform about ongoing environmental work at Stockholm University and 
MBW department.  

 
Internal Environmental Audit December 2018 at MBW 
 
At the 4th of December, an internal environmental audit took place at our department. SU-
environmental internal auditor (Margaretha Åkerholm) checked our MBW-environmental 
work, which also included handling of chemicals and wastes in our laboratories. 
 
As regards the discrepancies given in the internal audit, the deviation report has been 
presented for the task force “Arbetsmiljö-och miljögruppen”. The report and comments of the 
audit (including four correction notes with action needed) are available as attachments to the 
latest meetings notes PUB (P:)/Arbetsmiljö-och miljögrupp/Protokoll2018/20191217. As one 
of the corrective actions is to present MBW:s ongoing environmental work in a different 
format and way, this report will be presented in the next environmental letter in 2019. MBW:s 
suggestions of corrective measures will be send to the environmental coordinator (for SU), 
Jenny Lilliehöök, for approval during January. 
 
 
Reminder to all: Send in suggestions to MBWs environmental action plan 2019 

Through our local environmental action plan – MBWs Environmental Action Plan (currently 
only available in Swedish) – we create structure for our ongoing environmental work and 
visualize the activities that are taking place at the department. It also gives everyone the 
opportunity to make suggestions and comments on how environmental work can be 
developed within MBW during the coming years.  

MBW will make an environmental action plan for 2019 during December. The plan will be 
approved by the Department board in January/February. Please contact MBW-environmental 
group, Heinrich von Fircks (heinrich.vonfircks@su.se ) or Beatriz Campos 
(beatriz.campos@su.se ) with suggestions and ideas in e.g. the following areas:    

• Research, education and interaction with the society 
• Use of paper 
• Energy 
• Travel and transportation 
• Material use in office  
• Purchasing of equipment 
• Competence development for staff 
• Material use in laboratories 
• Emissions to water 
• Chemical management 
• Waste management 
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Find more information at SU-environmental website: https://www.su.se/sustainablecampus/ 
 
 
Environmentally friendly purchases at MBW 
 
We wish to remind all employees of MBW that last year MBW set out environmental 
requirements that apply to all purchases outside of procurement (decision is made by the 
board of MBW on 8 Febr. 2018). The goal for everyone is to strive to make purchases with 
good environmental choices.  
 
Examples of this is that MBW has decided that all newly purchased refrigerators should meet 
the energy labeling of at least A ++ to reduce our impact on the environment. We should also 
strive to travel as little as possible, and when possible have skype meeting. Travels under 500 
km should be taken by train, instead of flight. 
 
 
An environmental tip for Christmas  
 
Palm oil producing countries annually destroys valuable rainforests to accommodate 
plantations, which reduces biodiversity. Palm oil is often found in food since it is cheap, taste-
neutral, and has a long shelf life. For those who want to make an environmentally conscious 
purchase of chocolate for Christmas, there is chocolate with certified sustainable palm oil. 
(for more information (in Swedish), please, visit www.land.se/mat-dryck/julgodis-utan-
palmolja). Certified sustainable palm oil means here the certification of sustainable Palm Oil 
Certification (RSPO) which includes reasonable working conditions on the plantation and 
protection of valuable forests. 
 


